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By a 3 -manifold M, we mean a compact connected oriented 3-manifold throu-
ghout this paper. Let 30M be the union of torus components of QM and

dlM=QM— Q0M. In the case that 9^=0, if IntM has a complete Rie-

mannian structure with constant curvature -1 and with finite volume, then we
say that M is hyperbolic and we denote its volume by Vol M. Next we consider

the case that θjMΦO Then the double, DjM, of M pasting two copies of M
along 3jM has Q1D1M=0. If DλM is hyperbolic in the sense stated above, then

we say that M is hyperbolic and we define the volume, Vol M, of this M by
Vol M—Vol DjM/2. In this latter case, M is usually said to be hyperbolic with

d^M fatally geodesic (cf. [T-l]), but we use this simple terminology throughout

this paper. When M is hyperbolic, dM has no 2-sρhere components and by
Mostow 'rigidity theorem (cf. [T-2], [T-3]), Vol M is a topological invariant of

M. By a \-manifold in M, we mean a compact smooth 1-submanifold L of M

with dL=Lf]9M and the pair (M, L) is simply called a (3,l)-manifold pair.
A 1-manifold L in M is called a link if 3L—0, a tangle if L has no loop com-

ponents, and a good 1-manifold if \LΓ\S2\ >3 for any 2-sρhere component S2

of dM. A (3,l)-manifold pair (M,L) is also said to be good if L is a good 1-
manifold in M. In [Kw-1], we defined the notions of imitation, pure imitation
and normal imitation for any general manifold pair. In Section 1 we shall

define a notion which we call an almost identical imitation (M, L*) of (M, L),
for any good (3,l)-manifold pair (M, L). Roughly speaking, this imitation is a

normal imitation with a special property that if q: (M, L*)-»(M, L) is the imi-

taiton map, then q\(M, L*—α*): (M, L*—a*)->(M, L—a) is 9-relatively homo-
topic1 to a diffeomorphism for any connected components #*, a of L*, L with

qa*=a. Let P be a polyhedron in a 3-manifold M. For a regular neighbor-
hood Np of P in M (meeting QM regularly), the diffeomorphism type of

E(P,M)=clM(M—Np) is uniquely determined by the topological type of the

1 This homotopy can be taken as a one-parameter family of normal imitation maps.
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pair (M,P) and we call E(P, M) the exterior of P in M. Then our main result
of this paper, stated in Theorem 1.1 precisely, asserts the existence of an infinite
family of almost identical imitations (M, L*) of every good (3,\}-manifold pair
(M, L) such that the exterior E(L*, M) of L* in M is hyperbolic.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in Section 5. Several applications
to spatial graphs, links and 3-manifolds are given throughout Sections 2-4.
In Section 2, we prove the existence of an almost trivial spatial Γ-graph, for
every planar graph Γ without vertices of degrees <1, affirming a conjecture of

Simon and Wolcott. In Section 3, we show a construction of a non-trivial fu-
sion band family from a trivial link to a trivial knot, and a construction of a
tangle with hyperbolic exterior in any link. In Section 4, we show that if a closed

3-manifold M is obtained from a link L with two or more components by
Dehn's surgery, then M is also obtained from a hyperbolic link 7,*, which is a
normal link-imitation of L, by Dehn's surgery with the same surgery coefficient
data, and that every 3-manifold without 2-sphere boundary component has a
hyperbolic 3-manifold as a normal imitation.

This paper is a revised version of a main part of [Kw-0] and a prelude to

the principal theorem of [Kw-2] where furhter consequences are announced.

1. An almost identical imitation of a good (3,l)-manifold pair. Let

/=[—1, 1], For a (3, l)-manofold pair (M,L) we call an element αeDiff

(M, L)x7) a reflection in (M, L) x / if a2 = 1, a(Mx l) = Mx (- 1) and
Fix(#, MX I) is a 3-manifold. In this case, Fix (a, (M, L)xl) is a (3, ^-mani-
fold pair in our sense (See [Kw-1]). We say that a reflection a in (M, L)χl is

standard if a(x, t)=(x,—t) for all (x, t)^MχI, and normal if a(x, ί)=(x, —t)
for all a(x, t)e9(Λf X 7) \jULxI, with UL a neighborhood of L in M. A reflec-
tion a in (My L)xl is said to be isotopίcally standard if hah"1 is the standard

reflection in (Λf, L)x7 for an A e Diff0 ((M, L) X/, re!8((M, 7,)x7))2. For a
good (3, l)-manifold pair (M, L) a reflection a in (M, L)x7 is isotopically almost

standard if φ is isotopically standard in (M, L—a)xl for each connected com-
ponent a of L. A smooth embedding φ from a (3,1)-manifold pair (Λf*,L*)

to (Af,L)x7 with φ(Λf*, L*) = Fix(α, (Λf,L)x7) is called a reflector of a
reflection in (M,L)xI. Let :̂ (M,L)x7->(M,L) be the projection to the
first factor. In [Kw-1], we defined that (M*, L*) is an imitation (or a normal
imitation, respectively) of (M, L), if there is a reflector φ: (M*, L*)->(M, L)
X 7 of a reflection (or normal reflection, respectively) a in (M, L) X 7, and the

composite q=pιφ: (Λf*, L*)—>(Λf, L) is the imitation map.

DEFINITION. A (3,l)-manifold pair (Λf*, L*) is an almost identical imitation

2 Diff0 denotes the path connected component of the topological diffeomorphism group Diff
containing l(cf. [Kw-1]).
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of a good (3, l)-manifold pair (M, L) if there is a reflector φ : (M*3 L*)-*(My L)

X / of an isotopically almost standard normal reflection a in (M, L) X /, and the

composite q=pιφ : (M*, L*)->(M, L) is the imitation map.

In this definition, (M*, L*) is also a good (3, l)-manifold pair and q\L*\
L*->L is a dίffeomorphism and q\(M*, L*-α*): (M*, L*-<z*)->(M, L-Λ)
is 3 -relatively homotopic to a diίFeomorphism. We identify M* with M so
that q 1 3M is the identity on 3M. We may write any almost identical imitation

of (My L) as (My Z/*). We state here our main theorem.

Theorem 1.1. For any number K>0 and any good (3,l)-manifoldpair (M,L)
there are a number K+>K and an infinite family of almost identical imitations
(M, L*) of (M, L) such that the exterior E(L*, M) of L* in M is hyperbolic with

, M)<K+ and SupL» Vol E(L*, M)=K+.

2. An almost identical spatial graph imitation. Let (M°, L) be a
good (3,l)-manifold pair such that 3M° has at least one 2-sphere component.

For some 2-sρhere components Sί9 S2y •••, Sr of 3M°, let (MQ+ , L+) be a pair

obtained from (M°, L) by taking a cone over (Sh S{ (Ί L) for each ί. Then note
that M°+ is a 3 -manifold and L+ is a finite graph which we may consider to be
smoothly embedded in M+ except the vertices of degrees > 3. We call this pair
(Λfi, L+) the spherical completion of (M°, L) associated with the 2-sρheres S1} S2,
•••, Sr. A graph Γ embedded in a 3-manifold M is said to be good if (M, Γ)
is diffeomorphic to the spherical completion (M+, L+) of a good (3,1) -manifold

pair (M°, L) associated with some 2-sphere components of 9M°.

DEFINITION. For good graphs Γ*, Γ in a 3-manifold M the pair (M, Γ*)
is an almost identical imitation of the pair (M, Γ) if there are a good (3, ̂ -mani-
fold pair (M°, L) and some 2-sphere components *SΊ, S2, •••, Sr of 3M° and an
almost identical imitation (M10, Z/*) of (Λf°, L) such that the spherical completions
(AΓULJ) and (M°,L+) of (M°,L*) and (M°, L) associated with the 2-spheres
£ι> 5'2, •••, Sr are diίFeomorphic to (M, Γ*) and (M, Γ), respectively.

Note that there is a map q: (M, Γ*)— >(M, Γ) uniquely determined by the
imitation map (f: (M°y L*)— >(M°, L). We also call this map q the imitation map
of the almost identical imitation (M,Γ*) of (M, Γ). Since, in this definition,
the exterior E(Γ*, M) of Γ* in M is diίFeomorphic to £(L*, M°), the following
theorem follows directly from Theorem 1.1:

Theorem 2.1. For each good graph Γ m a 3 -manifold M and a positive
number K, there are a number K+ > K and an infinite family of almost identical
imitations (M, Γ*) of (M, Γ) such that E(Γ*> M) is hyperbolic with Vol£(Γ*, M)
<K+ and Supr* Vol £(Γ*, M)=K+.
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Let Is be a finite graph without vertices of degrees <1. If a good graph

Γ in the 3-sphere S3 is obtained by an embedding of Γ, then we call this Γ a
spatial T-graph. Two spatial Γ-graphs Γ', Γ'7 are equivalent if there is an

orientation-preserving diίfeomorphism h: S3->S3 with h(Γ')=Γ". The occurr-
ing equivalence classes of spatial Γ-graphs are called the knot types of spatial

Γ-graphs. These knot types were studied by Kinoshita, Suzuki (cf. [Su-1]) as a
generalization of the usual knot theory and are now studied in a connection with

the synthetic study in molecular chemistry by, for example, Walba [Wa], Simon
[Si], Sumners [Sum]. We say that a finite graph in S3 is trivial if it is on a
2-sphere smoothly embedded in S3. A spatial Γ-graph Γ is said to belong to
an almost trivial knot type, if Γ is not trivial but the graph in S3 resulting from Γ
by removing any open arc is necessarily trivial. Simon and Wolcott (cf. [Si])
conjectured that for every planar graph Γ without vertices of degrees <1, there

exists a spatial Γ-graph belonging to an almost trivial knot type. Several examples
supporting this conjecture were given by Kinoshita [Ki], Suzuki [Su-2], M.

Hara(unρublished) and Wolcott [Wo]. Theorem 2.1 solves this conjecture
affirmatively. In fact, we have the following stronger result:

Corollary 2.2. For every planar graph Γ without vertices of degrees < 1 and

any number K>0} there are a number K+>K and an infinite family of spatial Γ-
graphs Γ* belonging to infinitely many almost trivial knot types such that E(Γ*, S3)

is hyperbolic withVol E(Γ*, S3)<K+ and Supr* Vol ̂ (Γ*, S3)=K+ and the quotient
group ^(E^Γ*, S3) of πι(E(Γ*3 S3)) by the intersection of the derived series of

TΓ^ E^Γ*, S3)) is a free group of rank βι(T*) with a basis represented by meridians of
Γ* in S3, where βλ(T*) denotes the first Betti number o/Γ*.

Proof. Let Γ be a trivial spatial Γ-graph. By Theorem 2.1, there are a
number K+>K and an infinite family of almost identical imitations (S3, Γ*) of
(S3, Γ) such that E(Γ*> S3) is hyperbolic with Vol£(Γ*, S3)<K+ and Supr* Vol
E(Γ*, S3)=K+. Clearly, this Γ* belongs to an almost trivial knot type. If q:

(S3, Γ*)-»(S3, Γ) is the imitation map, then q induces a meridian-preserving

isomorphism ^(S3—Γ^β^S3 —Γ) (See [Kw-1]). Since π^S3—Γ) is a free
group of rank /?ι(Γ) with a basis represented by meridians of Γ in 53, we see

from [L-S, p. 14] that ^(53-Γ)=^1(5
3-Γ), so that ^(EζΓ*, 53))^τ?1(5

3-Γ*)
is a free group with a desired property. This completes the proof.

3. Applications to links. We discuss here two applications to links.
One concerns a construction of a non-trivial fusion band family from a trivial
link to a trivial knot and the other, a construction of a tangle with the exterior

hyperbolic in any link. We say that a mutually disjoint band family {J3?, ΰ ϊ, •••>
B°i} in S3 spanning a trivial link LQ (as 1-handles) is trivial if the union LQ U 5? U
Bl\J ••• \jB°i is on a 2-sρhere smoothly embedded in S3. Let a trivial link L0
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have r+1 components. We consider mutually disjoint r bands Bly B29 •••, Br in

S3 which give a fusion from L0 to a trivial knot (that is to say, which Ispan L0

and along which the surgery of L0 produces a trivial knot). We say that this
family {Bly B2, •••, Br} is & fusion band family from L0 to a trivial knot. For r= 1,

Scharlemann [Sc] proved that any fusion band family {B^ is necessarily trivial.

For r=2, Howie and Short [H-S] gave an example of a non-trivial fusion band

family {Bly B2} (cf. [Kw-2, Figure 4j). In their example, the exteroir E=E
(L0 U Bλ U B2y S3) is easily seen to have a solid torus as a disk summand and

hence it is not hyperbolic. As a corollary to Theorem 2.1, we have an infinite
family of non-trivial fusion band families with such exteriors hyperbolic.

Corollary 3.1. For any number K>0 and any integer r>2, there are a num-

ber K+>K and an infinite family of non-trivial fusion band families β*= {Bf, B$,
•••, Bf} from an (r+l)-component trivial link L0 to a trivial knot such that the

exterior Eβ*=E(L0\jBf\jB$\J— U B f , S3) is hyperbolic with VolEβ*<K+ and
Supβ* VolEβ*=K+ andπ^Eβ*) is a free group of rank r+1 with a basis represented
by meridians of L0.

Proof. Consider a trivial fusion band family {Blf B2, , Br} from L0 to a trivial

knot. Let L'Q be an r-component trivial link obtained from L0 by surgery along
Br. When we regard the band Br as a band spanning LJ, we denote it by B'r.

Note that a spine Γ = L{ U δ i U ^ U ••• U# of Z,$U5ιU52U — LJSί is a good
planar graph in S3. By Theorem 2.1, we have a number K+>K and an infinite
family of almost identical imitations q: (S3, Γ*)^(S3, Γ) such that VolZ?(Γ*, S3)

<K+ and Supr* VolE^Γ*, S3) = K+. Regard the bands Bly B2y -, B'r as very
narrow bands. Then since r>2 and q is an almost identical imitation map, we

may consider that q defines a map (S3, L£ U Bf U ••• U Bf^ U B'r)~* ((S3, L'Q U Bl

U ••• U 5r_ι U B'r), where Bf denotes a band given by Bf=q~1Bi for each i<r— 1.
Then we see that the bands Bf, B$, •••, Bf with Bf=Br form a fusion band

family from L0 to a trivial knot. Clearly, the exterior E of L0 U Bf U #* U U Bf
in S3 is diffeomorphic to #(r*). By the proof of Corollary 2.2, π(E) is seen to

be a desired free group. This completes the proof of Corollary 3.1.

REMARK 3.2. In the above proof, we can see that the band family {Bf, •••,

β*_ι, .Bf+i, •••, Bf} spanning L0 is trivial for each i with \<i<r— 1. In parti-
cular, if r>3, then each band Bf(l<i<r) spans L0 trivially.

As another application, we shall show the following:

Corollary 3.3. For any link L in S3 we take Z-balls B, Bf in S3 so that

B'=S3—IntB and T=BΓ\L is a trivial tangle with 2 or more strings in B and

T'=B'ΓlL is a good \-manifold in B'. Then for any number K>0, there are

a number K+>K and an infinite family of almost identical imitations (Bf, J1'*)
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of (J3', 7") such that the exterior E(T'*> B') is hyperbolic with VolE(T'*, B')<K+

and Supτ,*VolE(T'*yB') = K+, and the extension q'+: (S3

y L*)->(S3, L) of the
imitation map q f : (Br, T'*)->(B'y T') by the identity on (B, T) is homotopic to a
dίffeomorphism.

Proof. Let T be a good tree graph in B obtained by joining the compo-
nents of T by arcs so that B collapses to T, and Γ the union of T and T' which
is a good graph in S3. By Theorem 2.1 we have a number K+>K and an
infinite family of almost identical imitations (S3

y Γ*) of (S3

y Γ) such that the
exterior E(Γ*, S3) is hyperbolic with Vol£(Γ*, S3)<K+ and Supp, Vol£(Γ*, S3)
=K+. By replacing B by a slender regular neighborhood of T in By we can
consider that the almost identical imitation map q: (S3, Γ*)->(S3, Γ) induces
the identity on B and the restriction q'=q\B' induces an almost identical imita-
tion map (B'y T'*)-+(Bf, T) with T'*=q'-lTf. Moreover, we see that the ex-
tension q'+: (S3, L*)-»(S3, L) of q' by the identity on (By T) is homotopic to a
diffeomorphism. Noting that E(T'*,B') is diffeomorphic to £(Γ*, S3), we
complete the proof of Corollary 3.3.

This corollary includes a hyperbolic version of Nakanishi's result [N], telling
that every link is spli(table by a 2-sphere into a prime 1-manifold and a trivial
two-string tangle.

4. Applications to 3-manifolds. Let Tiy /=!, 2, •••, ry be mutually dis-
joint tubular neighborhoods of the components kiy z— 1, 2, « ,r of a link L in
S3. Remove Int Tf from S3 for each i and then attach T, again by using an
Aj eDiffθZ1,- for each i. By this operation, we obtain from S3 a closed 3-mani-
fold M. Let τw, be a meridian of Γn and /, a longitude of T, determined by

jΓ cS3. Write h^m^a^m^b^] in H^QT^ Z) with integers ^ , i, . Then
we see that the difFeomorphism type of M depends only on the pairs (&,-, £f ) with
ci=ai/bi^Q\J {oo}, t=l,2, -••, r, and we say that M is obtained from S3 by
Dehn's surgery along the knots &, with coefficients Cf(i-=l9 2, •••, r) or that M has
a surgery description (S3; (kl9 ^), (k2y c2), •••, (kr, cr)). It is well known that every
closed connected orientable 3-manifold M has a surgery description (S3; (kly cλ)9

(k2, c2), •••, (kry cr)) (cf. [We], [L]). We obtain from Theorem 1.1 the following:

Corollary 4.1. For any number K>0 and any surgery description (S3

y (kly Cι),

(k2>c2)> " >(kr>Cr)) °f any closed ?>-mc.nifold M with r>2, there are a number
K+>K and an infinite family of normal imitations (S3

y L*) of (S3

y L) such that
the exterior E(L*, S3) is hyperbolic with Vol E(L*, S3)<K+ and SupL* VolJS(L*, 53)
=K+ and (S3

 y ( k f y c 1 ) y ( k f y c 2 ) y •••, (£?, cr)) is a surgery description of M with
Kf=flkh i=ly 2, —yrfor the imitation map q: (S3, L*)->(S3, L).

Proof. Let M' be the manifold with surgery description (S3; (kr, c,)). Let
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k'r be a core of the solid torus in M' resulting from the Dehn surgery. Regard

that kly k2J •••, kr_λ are in M'. Let £'=^11 ••• Ufc r-ιU#. By Theorem 1.1, we
have a number K+>K and an infinite family of almost identical imitations

(ΛΓ, L'*) of (AT, L') such that E(L'*, M'} is hyperbolic with Vol£(Z/*, M')<K+

and Sup^* Vol£(L'*, M'H^+. Let kf=q'~1ki, i=l, -, r-1, and k'*=q'-lk'r
for the imitation map #': (M', !/*)-» (ΛΓ, L'). Since q' is an almost identical
imitation map, we may consider that kf

r*—k'r, so that q' induces a normal imita-

tion map q: (S\ L*)->(53, L) with L*=Λ? U ••• U ft?-ι U k*dS* and &*=£, such
that (S3;(&?, q), •••,(&*_!, ^r_j), (&r, rr)) is a surgery description of M. Since

, S3) is diffeomorphic to E(L'*, M'), we complete the proof of Corollary 4.1.

REMARK 4.2. In the above proof, the restriction q\(S3, L*—kf): (S3, L* —

k* )-*(S3, L— k{) is homotopic to a diffeomorphism for each /, \<i<r— 1. In
particular, if r>3, then Λf and Λ, belong to the same knot type for all

As a final application, we have the following:

Corollary 4.3. For any number K>0 and any ^-manifold M such that
QM has no 2-sphere components, there are a number K+>K and an infinite family
of normal imitations M* of M such that M* is hyperbolic with VolM*<K+ and

SupM*VolM*=K+.

Proof. For a trivial knot O in IntM, we obtain from Theorem 1.1 an
almost identical imitation (M, O*) of the good pair (M, O) such that £(O*, M)
is hyperbolic with Vol£(O*, M)>K. For an integer w Φ O , let M? be a 3-
manifold obtained from M by Dehn surgery along O* with coefficient l/n.
Since the diffeomorphism type of M is unaffected by Dehn surgery along O

with coefficient l/n, the imitation map q: (M, O*)— >(M, O) induces a normal
imitation map #*:MJ->M. Let ./Γ^VolE^O*, M). By Thurston's theorem

on hyperbolic Dehn surgery [T-2], [T-3], there is an integer N>0 such that M?
is hyperbolic for all n with \n\>N, and for all such ny VolM$<K+ and
Supn Vol M$=K+. This completes the proof.

5. Proof of Theorem 1.1. We first show that Theorem 1.1 is obtained
from the following:

Lemma 5.1. For any good (3,l)-manifold pair (M,L), there is an almost
identical imitation (M, L*) of (M, L) such that E(L*, M) is hyperbolic.

Proof of Theorem 1.1 assuming Lemma 5.1. We can see from Jφrgensen's
theorem (cf. [T-2],[T-3]) that for any number .K>0 there is an integer N'>0
such that every hyperbolic 3-manifold M' with VolM'<^ has the homology
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group ί/Ί(M'; Z) generated by at most N' elements. Let L+=L(JLQ with L0

an ΛP-component trivial link in Int(M—L). By Lemma 5.1, there is an almost
identical imitation map q: (M, L+*)->(Λf, L+) such that Z?(L+*, M) is hyper-
bolic. Let K+=Vol£(L+*, M). Since

£Γ1(^(L+*> M); Z^/f^ZΛ M); Z}^Hλ(E(L, M); 2)Θ*'Z

(cf. [Kw-1]), we see that ίί1(£'(L+*, M); Z) can not be generated by TV' elements,
so that K+>K. Let L*=q~1L and Lξ=q~lL^ Note that L? is a trivial link
in IntM. For an integer raΦO, let (M, L*) be a good (3,l)-manifold pair ob-
tained from (M, L*) by Dehn surgery of M along each component of L$ with
coefficient l/n. Then y induces an almost identical imitation map qn: (M, L*)—*
(M, L). By Thurston's theorem on hyperbolic Dehn surgery [T-2], [T-3], there
is an integer N>0 such that E(L*y M) is hyperbolic for all n with \n\ >N and,
for all such n, VolE(L*9 M)<K+ and Supn VolE(L*9 M)=K+. This com-
pletes the proof of Theorem 1.1 assuming Lemma 5.1.

We say that a tangle T in a 3-ball B is trivial if T is on a disk smoothly
and properly embedded in B.

Proof of Lemma 5.1. We can see from arguments on Heegaard splitting
of M and on isotopic deformation of L that M is splitted by a compact con-
nected surface F with dFΓ\L = 0 into two handlebodies H,, ί=l,2, of the
same genus, say £, such that

(1) Fci==dHi—IntF is a planar surface with the same component number
as 3Λf,

(2) Each component of L meets F transversely,
(3) Each disk component of Fi meets L,
(4) There is a 3-ball .B^cί^ separated by a proper disk Z>, such that T{ —

LΓ\Hf is a trivial tangle of s, strings in Bi where s, >l and g+s{ > 3.

Our desired situation is illustrated in Figure 1. This situation is made up by
the following procedure: When dM=0y we take any Heegaard splitting (Hly

H2\ F) of M. When 3MΦ0, we split M by a connected surface FM into two
3-submanifolds Λf, , i—1,2, such that 9M, is connected and 9MrlntFM is a
planar surface with the same component number as 9M. Then note that
dMi, ί=l, 2 have the same genus. We obtain a Heegaard splitting (Hίy H2\ F)
of M with condition (1) from (M19 M2\FM] by boring along 1-handles in M{

attaching to FM. Next, we deform L so that L is disjoint from dF and has
(2), (3) by an isotopic deformation of L in M. Finally, we deform L so that L
has (4) by an isotopic deformation of L in M keeping dM fixed and increasing
the geometric intersection number with F. We proceed to the proof of Lem-
ma 5.1 by assuming the following lemma:
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Lemma 5.2. For any integer r>3 let T be a trivial tangle of r strings in
a 3-ball B. Then there is an almost identical imitation (B, T*) of (B, T) such
that E(T*, B) is hyperbolic.

Since H, is the exterior of a trivial ^-tangle in a 3-ball and £+ίt >3, we

obtain from Lemma 5.2 an almost identical imitation map #t : (Hh Tf)-*(Hiy T{)
such that E(Tf, H^ is hyperbolic. Let UL be a tubular neighborhood of L in
M—QF meeting dH; regularly. We can assume that Ui=ULΓ\Hi is a tubular
neighborhood of Γ, in JB,.— D, and E(Ly M) = clM (M- UL) and E(Ti9H{)=
cljy.OfiΓ -t/,.) and E(Tf, Hi)=q7lE(Ti, Hf). Clearly, q, and q2 define an almost

identical imitation map q: (M, L*)->(M, L) with L* = TfUΓ 2*. Note that
£(L*, M)=q-lE(L, M) is a union of £(Γf , #0 and £(7t, H2) pasting along a
surface FE = c\F (F—F Π UL). Then we see from the following lemma that

is hyperbolic:

Lemma 5.3. Let a 3-manifold M be splitted into two 3-submanifolds Mh i=
1,2, by a proper surface F. If the following conditions are all satisfied, then M is
hyperbolic:

(1) Ml and M2 are hyperbolic,
(2) F has no disk, annulus, torus components,

(3) FΪ =dMf— Int F has no disk components.

This lemma is a direct consequence of Myers* lemmas (Lemmas 2.4, 2.5)
in [My] and Thurston's hyperbolization theorem in [T-3], [Mo]. We com-
plete the proof of Lemma 5.1, assuming Lemma 5.2.

Proof of Lemma 5.2. We construct a pure r-braid σ with strings bly b2, •••,

br in the 3-cube I3 as follows (cf. Kanenobu [Kn]): Take 6 1 Uδ 2 U ••• U&r-ι to
be a trivial (r-l)-braid. Then take br so that br represents the (r— 2)th com-

mutator [#!, x2y •••, xr_i] in the free group π—πl(Sz~bl U b2 U ••• U δr-ι, *) with a

basis xl9 x2> '"> xr-ι represented by meridians of b^ 62, •••, 6r-χ, for the closure link
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Figure 2

fr=o1(Jb2Ό ••• U0 r in *S3. For r—3,4, we illustrate σ in Figure 2. Note that
this r-braid σ has the following important property: That is, if we drop any one

string hi from σ, then the resulting (r— l)-braid is a trivial braid. The link ό is a

typical example of a link with Brunnian property (cf. Rolf sen [R]), or in other
words, an almost trivial link (cf. Milnor [Mi]). From this r-braid σdP and any

two-string tangle TdBy we construct a new r-string tangle T® dB® as it is
illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3

This construction has been suggested by Kanenobu [Kn, Figure 7]. A

two-string tangle TdB is said to be simple, if it is a prime tangle and the ex-

terior E(T,B) has no incompressible torus (cf. [So]) [Note: E(T, E) may have

an essential annulus as we observe in Remark 5.6]. The following lemma is

obtained from Kanenobu's results in [Kn, Theorem 3 and Proposition 4] and

Thurston's hyperbolization theorem [T-3], [Mo]:

Lemma 5.4. If a two-string tangle TdB is simple, then the exterior

E(T®, BΘ) of the resulting new tangle T® cΰφ is hyperbolic.

Let Γ A cB A be a one-string tangle obtained from a two-string tangle TdB

by adding a trivial one-string tangle a0dBQ as it is illustrated in Figure 4(1).
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(1) (2)

Figure 4

Figure 5

Let TQdB be a trivial two-string tangle illustrated in Figure 4(2). As-
sume that there is a normal reflection α in (B, T0) X I such that Fix (a,(B, Γ0)
X7)^(5, T). Let αA be the normal reflector in (5A, Γ£)x7, extending a
naturally, so that Fix(αΛ, (5A, Γ 0

Λ)X/)^(SΛ, ΓΛ). If αA is isotopically
standard, then we would have an almost identical imitation map q: (βφ, 71®)
—>(JBΘ, TO*). Since (ΰθ, Tf) is a trivial tangle, we complete the proof of
Lemma 5.2 when we assume the following lemma:

Lemma 5.5. There are a simple two-string tangle TdB and a normal
reflection a in (B, T0)xl with TQc:B a trivial two-string tangle such that (B, T)^
Fix(α, (J5, T0)χl) and the extending normal reflection αA in (BA,T$)xI is isot-
opically standard.

Proof of Lemma 5.5. Consider a two-string tangle T=aλ \Ja2c:B illustrated
in Figure 5. Since aλ is a non-trivial arc in B[In fact, E(aly B) is diίfeomorphic
to the exterior of the 11-crossing Kinoshita-Terasaka knot (cf. [K-T], [Kw-1])]
and the one-string tangle TA C BΛ is trivial, it follows from a result of Nakanishi
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[N, Lemma 5.4] that (J8, T) is a prime tangle. This tangle TdB can be ob-
tained from the Kinoshita-Terasaka tangle T'=a{ U^CJS, illustrated in Figure
6, by sliding a boundary point of a{ along QB and a'2.

Figure 6

This means that E(T,B)^E(T',B)y so that ΓcB is a simple tangle, be-
cause T"c5 is known to be simple (cf. Soma [So]). Let F be a union of two
proper disks in B X / illustrated in Figure 7 by the motion picture method (cf.
[K-S-S]). We denote by aQ the standard reflection in Bxl and by ao the
extension to 5 A X/. Let G be a 1-manifold with a band in B given by
(£, G)X(1/4) = (BX/, F)Π5x(l/4). We take annuli A, A' in the figure of
GdB as we illustrate in Figure 8. In Figure 8, {Cly C2}, {C{, C2} denote the
boundary components of A, A' and the intersections A Π G, -4' Π G denote disks
attaching to the circles Clf Cί, respectively. Let (BΛ X/, FA) be a (4,2)-disk pair
obtained from (Bxl, F) by adding (£0, Λ O )X/ with (BQy a0) in Figure 4(1).
Note that C2, C2

7 bound disjoint disks Dy D' in 5Λ—GA (where GA — GU00) so
that A=A U A -5'=-4' U D' are disjoint disks in BΛ with 9-5= Clf dA'=Cί. Let
ί1' be a union of two proper disks in B XI illustrated in Figure 9, and (5A X /, F'A)
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Figure 8

a (4, 2)-disk pair obtained from (Bxl, F') by adding (ΰ0, ΛO)X/. Let Gf be a
1-manifold with a band in B given by (B, G')x(l/4) = (B X /, ^Πfix(1/4).
Note that there is an /eDiff0(5A, rel(SA — R)) with /(GA)=G'A for a regular
neighborhood Λ of A\J Ά in Int BΛ by sliding the disks Af} GA, J' Π GΛ along
the disks A, A'. This means that there is an /e Diίf (BA X /, rel (BA XI—R X /'))
with /'=[—1/2, 1/2] such that / is α0

A-invariant and f(FΛ)=F'A. Next, note
that there is a ^eDiίf0(βA x/, re!9(BA X / ) U ^ A U ^ / A ) such that g((AU^')X
Γ)dBxIby pushing DxΓ, D'x/' into fix(1/2, 3/4).

Then we may consider that g(RχΓ)dBxL Let h=gfg~l<= Diff(5Λ X/,
rel d(BA X /)). Then since h(B X I)=B X /, we can define an h'e Diff (β X 7, rel
d(BX/)) by h'=h\BχI. Note that A'(F) = Fr. Since the bands appearing in
Figure 7 are untied, we see that there is a d e Diίf (β X /, rel3(JSχ/)) such
that rfis α0-invariant and d(F)—T0χI, where T0 is a trivial two-string tangle in
B determined by Γ0 X 1 = F Π B X 1. Let aλ = dhf-laQhfd~l. Then ̂  defines a
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reflection in (5, Γ0) X / with Fix (αlf (B, Γ0) X /)«(JB, Γ). Further, we can find

an eeDiff0((5, T0)χl, rel 9(5 X/)) such that α=*«!*-* is a normal reflection in
(β, Γ0)x/ by the fact that Diff(Z), rel9D)=Diίf0(D, relθD) for a 2-disk JO and
the isotopy extension theorem and the uniqueness of tubular neighborhoods.
Then

, T)

and
\-ι

where dΛ and eΛ denote the extension of d and e to BA X / by the identity, respec-
tively. Let

λ* = eAdAh-1f(dA)-1 .

Then

A* = e/^dAgf^g-1f(dAΓ1^Ό]S0((BA, Γ0

Λ)X/, rel 3(£Λ x/)) ,

because ̂ e DiίF0 (BA X /, rel 9(J5Λ xI)\jFAU F'Λ), and

h*~laAh* = d* f~l

because / and dA are a$ -invariant. Hence αA is isotopically standard. This
completes the proof of Lemma 5.5.

Therefore, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.

REMARK 5.6. The exterior of the tangle TdB in Figure 5, that is, the
exterior of the Kinoshita-Terasaka tangle T'CJB in Figure 6 has an essential
annulus, as it is illustrated in Figure 10. Hence it is not hyperbolic in our sense.

annulus

Figure 10
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